MANAGE YOUR COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES AND DRIVE EMISSIONS REDUCTION

The PURE Environment solution manages all aspects of your environmental program to automate reporting, ensure regulatory compliance, and reduce impacts, risk, and costs.

As part of the full PURE platform, PURE Environment’s deep functionality provides efficiencies and organizational insights which allow for an unmatched comprehensive solution in the EHS software market. With more than a decade providing environmental data management and expertise, PURE Environment is a proven system used by some of the largest corporations and government agencies.

OUR SOLUTION

PURE Environment is the market’s leading environmental ERP system helping companies worldwide manage regulatory compliance, GHG emissions, environmental audits and incidents. With numerous and evolving EHS regulations as a key challenge for EHS teams, the solution is underpinned by the Compliance module. It builds a legal register and manages ongoing actions, to provide site-level insights and an organizational view on regulatory compliance. PURE Environment meets the evolving business need to measure, manage, report on, and mitigate a company’s impact on the environment, providing a comprehensive understanding of environmental performance within your centralized compliance system.
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A CLOSER LOOK AT PURE ENVIRONMENT

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

1. Achieve Regulatory Compliance – The Compliance Module helps you develop a global view of the legal register while drilling down to investigate non-compliances at sites.
2. Automate Reporting – The GHG Module saves you time and increases quality by automatically calculating operational impacts from live activity data using any key GHG standard.
3. Identify Environmental Risk – The Incidents module helps you manage corrective actions, identify risk areas, and take steps to mitigate risk.
4. Increase Savings and Reduce Inefficiencies – The Properties Dashboard allows you to benchmark sites’ performance to find top and bottom performers and measure progress against targets.

COMPLIANCE MODULE:

• For organizations facing numerous and evolving EHS regulations, the Compliance Module builds a legal register and manages ongoing actions, to provide site-level insights and an organisational view on regulatory compliance.
CONTACT US TODAY

Learn more about how to develop a culture of health and safety in partnership with UL.

By phone: 1.888.202.3016
Via web: ULehssustainability.com